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When you're weary, feelin' small 
When tears are in your eyes, 
I'll dry them all: 
I'M on your side 
Oh when times get rough 
And friends just can't be found 
Like a Bridge Over Troubled 
Water 
I will lay me down 
Like a Bridge Over Troubled 
Water 
I will lay me down 
When you're down & out 
When you're on the street 
When evening falls so hard 
I will comfort you 
I'll take your part 
Oh, when darkness comes 
And pain is all around 
Like a Bridge Over Troubled 
Water 
I will lay me down 
Like a Bridge over Troubled Water 
I will lay me down 
Sail on silver girl, Sail on by 
Your time has come to shine 
All your dreams arc on their way 
See how they shine 
Oh, if you need a friend 
i 'm sailing right behind 
Like a Bridge over Troubled Water 
I will ease your mind 
--Simon and Garfunkel 
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Senior Class 
Graduation closes the door of a 
chapter of our lives filled to the brim 
with lively memories. Junior High be-
gan six years of changing classes, no 
recesses, climbing stairs, finding lock-
ers, and sunning on the wall at noon. 
Our sophomore class worked hard on 
the annual magazine sales and as juniors 
we pulled together and organized to pro-
duce the greatest Jr-Sr Banquet and 
Prom in the history of C. H. S. During 
our junior year we order our class rings 
and after receiving them we held our 
heads a little higher and walked with 
more confidence as we awoke to the 
realization that we were approaching our 
senior year. As we are approaching the 
end of our final year in high school, the 
class of '71 pauses on the brink of a new 
chapter of our lives, grateful to teachers 
and parents, but hesitant, anxious to 
begin a new life, eager to make a 
place in the world. Tow is the time to 
cross the bridge and enter the fururc 
with the courage that we can cross 
troubled waters and not lose faith in the 
human race. 
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The students of Caney H1gh School dedicate the 1971 yearbook to Tammy Bowman, a Caney High student who 
died May 18, 1971 following a car-truck collision. 
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SENIOR ClASS OFFICERS 
FRONT ROW L TOR: Harold Mann, Vice-President; Debbie Lan-
caster, Secretary; Ron Clark, Student Council: TOP ROW L TO 
R: Tim Ferrell, Treasurer; Kenny Young, President. 




When you're weary, 
BRUCE BOLES 
6 
JO LYNNE BROWN 
KATHY BUNCH 
SALLY BURCHFIELD 
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When tears are in your eyes, 
BARBARA DRUM 
TIM FERREll 
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Oh , When times get rough 
HAROLD MAr-.'N 
RICK MASON 
SONYA MASON MARK MAYFIELD 
II 
DWAY E MESSNER 
JANET MEYERS 
KATHY MOONEY 
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And friends just can't be found 
JOHN MORGAN 
RICHARD MUNDAY 
KA THERIKE :V1YERS 
12 
RANETT A NEWBY 
VERNON NEWBY 
MIKE NODINE 
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BEVERLY PARKER 
CAROL PERRY 
JOHN PF ALSER 





]A TICE SCOTT 
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RITA TRIMBLE 
RICK TUCKER 
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RICHARD WEEKS 
STEVE WYMAN 
MR. RICHARD ANDERSON 
I will lay me down 
MRS. MAXINE EARHART 
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MR. GEORGE PAINE 
KENNY YOUNG 
MARGIE DUCUMMON 
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Senior Class Fosters Vibrant Personalities 
ABOVE--Verner Nellsch surrenders to Sally hurchfield's persuasive power. 
BELOW--Rita Trimble finds Verner Nellsch a skillful match. 




Has Its Problems. 
Rita Trimble and Rick Mason 
Robby James and Kerry Kelly 
Kenny Young and Jo Lynne Brown 
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Banquet speaker, Danny Scott, a former grad and 





Banquet and Prom 
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On the Program, Mark Mayfield and Don Perkins . 
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Being of Sound Mind, Do Hereby ' 
I, DIANA AVERY, to Don Perkins and Becky Ran-
dall, I leave all the nasty rumors that have been 
spread about David and me. 
I, CARROL BAYS, leave in my last will and testi-
mony the ability to skip school and get by with it 
to Brenda Taton. To Jim Lindsey, I leave my talent 
to get along with Mr. Rau. 
I, BRUCE BOLES, do leave to my cousin Gale all 
underclassmen, knowing full well that she has no 
use for them. To my cousin, Jim, I leave my posi-
tion on the bench during basketball. I hope he 
doesn't have to use it much. 
I, SALLY BURCHFIELD, to Cheryl Russell, leave 
my ability as a good driver; she needs it. To Karen 
Vaughan, I leave my ability to get along with my 
dad. And to Mike Hines, I leave Cheryl Russell and 
Jim Bryan, hoping they will be straight next year . 
I, RON ClARK, do hereby bequeath to Doug White 
my ability to baby-sit with someone who crashes on 
prom night at 11:00 p.m. 
I, VICKY COUR TRIG I-IT, leave to whomever sits 
by Ricky Cavender, the ability to eat candy all 
hour and not have all of your teeth rot out. And 
last of all, to Debbie Gregg, I leave Joe Jabben, 
and all the bruises he will put on her. 
I, MARGIE DUCUMMON, will to Cheryl Russell 
the ability to stay sober at least one night of every 
week, sincerely hoping she will use this the best she 
can (at least until she turns 18). 
I, DAN CARLILE, to those so inclined, I will anything 
in this building that is not bolted down, knowing that 
they'd get it anyway. To the Caney High School, I 
leave my uranium mine in Alaska. 
I, TIM FERRELL, leave a wish, hoping that all 
CHS students who take journalism next year can 
come up with a student publication that is as ex-
cellent in quality, make-up, and efficiency, and 
receive as much cooperation from Mr . Henson as 
did the Bullpup Observer staff. 
I , RICHARD FOLK , do leave my famous running 
ability to Ronnie Moore, and to Doug White my 
ability to get points from the history teacher for 
winning first place in track meets. 
I, KERRY KELLY, to Debbie Kincaid, the ability 
to skip school and make up better excuses than I 
did. To next year's Bullpup Observer editor, I 
leave my ability to get along with Mr. Henson, 
and to Steve and Mike Buster, I leave my ability to 
be late for school every morning. 
I, DEBRA ELAINE lANCASTER, leave to Debbie 
Kincaid, my ability to not go out with other girls' 
boy friends, knowing she will need it, and to 
Melody and Jimbo Robbins, I leave this goony 
school, thankful that my visit here is over. 
I, CAROLYN LOHMANN, do hereby will the fol-
lowing: To my sister Janie, I leave my chair be-
24 
hind Steve Hufferd in Mrs. Joy's speech class . To 
the junior class, I leave the privilege of getting to 
paint the street AND the building, since they'll be 
the last ones to use it. . . hopefully. 
I, RICHARD MUNDAY, leave to Allen "Porky" 
Perkins, my ability to be teased by D-D-D-anny and 
Leon and not get mad, or at least not show it, and 
to the school and teachers, I leave the great mem-
ory of Hoss, the guy who never causes any trouble. 
I, KATHY MOONEY, being of sound mind and 
body, hereby will to my friend Cheryl Russell (with 
no offense intended) the ability to keep her big 
mouth shut. 
I, JOHN MORGAN, do hereby will to CHS all the 
witty sayings which I have carved on all my desks 
in hopes that the dumbos in years to come will find 
them, leading them to a better, more meaningful 
life. 
I , BOB FRYE, leave to my tiny, little, brother, 
Steve, one burned-out light bulb, knowing that he 
was never too bright anyway, to Jack Horton and 
Joe Freisberg, my ability to completely repel all 
girls, to Coach Williams, next year's quarterback 
to ask dumb questions; and to next year's quarter-
back, all my sympathy, and a one million dollar 
life insurance policy. 
I, RITA GOODMAN, do leave "Korea, 1941 11 to 
the junior class. 
I, JIM GORDON, do hereby leave the following: 
to Richard Shively, my first trombone position, 
and hope that he will learn to play right. To my 
brother, Rick, I leave all of his empty Skoal cans 
in my dad's truck. 
I, BERNICE GRIFFIN, do will the following: To 
Fred Jones, I will permanent position of shotgun in 
my car. To Stevie Wevie Ray Bay Songer Bonger, 
I will my nickname, Bird. To the new fifth hour 
office girl, I will my ability to tell Mr. Henson to 
comb his hair without getting him mad. 
We, TOM JONES and JIM GLOVER, do will to Mike 
Sumpter one empty can of Budweiser, knowing that 
he will suffer. 
I , RONALD HERRINGTON 1 alias Rudy Lucas, do 
hereby leave the seven inches of hair I had cut off 
before prom night to Mr. Henson. And to the rest of 
the student body and faculty, I just leave, knowing 
you will always remember how good I was. 
I , HERMAN HEMPEL, will my ability to get crashed 
at the prom and know what I am doing to Mike 
Sumpter, knowing he will use it well. To the rest of 
you people, I leave, knowing you will miss my 
handsome face . . . adios, amigos. 
I, TONI HALL, hereby leave the following: to 
Debbie Kincaid, my white 165 Chevy, knowing that 
she will need it every morning to get to school on 
time, and also my noon hour position at the Tastee-
Freez, knowing she will put it to very good use . To 
my sister, Linda, I leave all the memories of the 
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good times I had at CHS, hoping she will be able to 
put them to good use without being caught. Last but 
not least, I leave to my cousin, Kathy Phillips, all 
of my short skirts, hoping that her mother won't let 
the hems out. 
I , ROB JAMES , leave to Steve Frye, my good looks, 
with the hope that he will use mine better than he 
uses his . To my oldest friend, Iceberg Thomas, I 
leave a nose straightener. 
I, JOE JABBEN, bequeath to Ed Theiss, my 156 
Chevy, knowing that he always wanted a car in-
stead of a Plymouth, and to Debbie Gregg, I leave 
my heart ..• my liver, and all of my other 
goodies. 
I , DWAYNE MESSNER, leave to Glen Harrimann, 
my position on the livestock and other judging 
teams, knowing that he won't have to work too hard 
to fulfill it. And to Sonya, I leave my car, knowing 
that she'll put it through a lot of miles of dirt roads 
next year, 
I , SONYA MASON , leave my analyst to Lois Carnes 
and Debbie Wilson, knowing they will need it after 
another year with the weirdos in the front seat of the 
bus. To Mrs. Barton, I leave the hope that she will 
have another small secretarial practice class. 
I , RICK MASON , will to Shiela Thomas my entire 
body, knowing that someday she can use it. To 
Debbie Kincaid, I leave an empty keg which is still 
in the back of Toni Hall's car. 
I , HAROLD MANN , leave to Brad Stevens, my one 
football play, knowing he will have as much trouble 
with it as I did. To Jack Horton, I leave Ron 
Clark's ability to score points for the opposing 
teams in basketball . 
I , LINDA McCA.tv1MON leave CHS very quietly. 
I, MIKE NODINE, hereby leave my football center 
position and the quarterback's cold hands to John 
Burns, knowing that he will enjoy it to the fullest. 
To Steve Harr, I leave my strength, good looks, 
and personality, knowing that he needs them. 
I , VERNON NEWBY, hereby bequeath the following; 
To Parli and Roper, I leave the next year's Senior 
Ag. Class to put up with in hopes that they will be 
as noisy as ours. 
I, VERNER NELLSCH, do hereby bequeath to Suzy 
Moore, my little sister, one large K. U. Jayhawk. 
To Mike Estes, almost a doctor, I present my ever 
beloved medicine kit and dirty joke collection. 
I , RANETTA NEWBY, leave to Sandy Wilson my 
ability to drive down the street while looking in the 
other direction and miss telephone poles. To Janice 
Carinder I leave the right to dump empty beer cans 
on anyone ' s driveway she darn well pleases. 
I , JOHN PFALSER, will to my little sister, Jane, 
who is entering this fantastic and most honorable 
school next year, anything or part of it she wants 
or is willing to take. 
I , CAROL PERRY, hereby leave to Cathi Allison a 
solution to all of her love problems, especially 
25 
R.C. 
I, BEVERLY PARKER, do hereby leave Cathi Alli-
son my astonishing ability to run my horse across the 
highway without getting run over. To Lois Carnes I 
do hereby leave my ability to eat fast sometimes, 
and to Marie Harr, I do hereby leave Kelly Losh, 
the little blond boy on our bus. 
I, KAY TYSON, leave my position in the office to 
anyone who is physically able to uphold the activity. 
I, JANICE SCOTT, leave a quiet library to Miss 
McMullen. To Rhea Smith, I leave the ability to 
holler out the windo\\ and get caught. To Dale 
Scott, I leave the halls of CHS so he can run around 
as much as I did. 
I, SHELLY ROBINSON, do hereby will the follow-
ing: To Alishia and Lois, I leave one Funk and Wag-
nails dictionary. (They might be pleased to know 
there are other words besides bummer, hassel and 
freaks, and especially to ked up). 
I, BILL SCOTT, leave to Ron Edens the ability to 
keep his singing to himself. And I leave the junior 
class a waterballoon for next year's junior-senior 
prom in hopes that they will win next year's water 
balloon fight. 
I, RICK TUCKER, leave in my last will and testa-
ment: To John Burns I leave my great ability to 
play football, knowing that he will surely need it. 
To Doug White, I leave my ability to be a broad 
jumper and break the school's record as I did. And 
I leave one more thing to the Sandhill grunt, the 
ability to talk to girls and not get nervous. 
I, RITA TRIMBLE, leave to Cathi Allison my abil-
ity to keep a good reputation while in high school 
because I know she will need it. 
I, TERRY VERNON leave to Leon Deal and Darrell 
Robertson my abilit) not to get drunk on prom night. 
And last, but not least, I leave to Andrea Gayle 
Boles my beautiful body. 
I, STEVE WYMAN, will to Rex Barrett my abilit)• 
not to get knocked out at the state golf meet. To 
Marty Short I leave next year's golf team, knowing 
it will be a heavy load. 
I, MARILYN WEBER, do will the following: To 
ancy Moore and Peggy Wade I will SO extra de-
merits for pep club, being assured they will have a 
good use for them next year. 
I, RICHARD WEEKS, hereby will my only two pos-
sessions. To my brothers I leave all my girly books, 
for I know they will never have bad eyesight. And 
to Brenda Taton, I leave myself, knowing she will 
know what to do with me. 
I , KENNY YOUNG , do leave the following: To all 
the underclassmen I leave the age-old dream of 
one day being able to legally buy their own beer. 
To my sisters, Brenda and Jeanette, I leave the 
corner by our house for them and their boyfriends to 
park. 
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Superintendent Of Schools Charles F. Short 
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High School Principal Bob Henson 
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Dorothy Clubine, 
Superintendent's Secretary 
Able Administrators And Secretaries 
Lead Quality Education At Caney High 
30 
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SUPT. CHARLES SHORT 
Bess Walker 
PRINCIPAL BOB HENSON 
Secretary to the High School Principa 1 
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MRS. JANICE SHOVER, 
Spanish 
MISS LYNDA HARRIS, English 
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EDGAR McBRIDE, Math 
~-----·. ;~ ..... ...._, 
f •J < 
-.., -· -· - -
HERSHEL STEPHENS 1 Driver's Education and Boy's P. E. 
--••ft ''''' m11un -·--
Jimmye Barton, Commerce 
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LESTER SHULL, Social Science, Head 
Basketball Coach 
RICHARD ANDERSON, Commerce 
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GARY PARLI, Voc. Ag. 
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WILLIAM RINKEL, Jr. High Social Science 
OFFICE HELP 
L-R SFA TED: Marilyn Weber, Mrs. Walker, Sally Burchfield. STANDING: Kay Tyson, Rita Hollis, Rita 
Trimble. 
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1. Bud Simpson 
2. Pete White 
BUS DRIVERS 
3. Warren Norris 
4. Bob Henderson 
5. Walt Grether 
6. Mrs. Marva White 
7. Paul Enders 
8. Cliff Keller 
38 
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Junior Class Officers Take Time Out 
To Get in the Swing of Things 
, 
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Juniors Stock up for Prom 
You might have thought a little of the Christmas spirit was 
still lingering in a few of the members of the junior class but 
that really wasn't the purpose for their having a canclle sale. 
The real reason was to help with expenses on the jr. -sr. prom, 
Kay Wilson's team, which sold 87 candles, won the race for 
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*Tally One Up--* 
leon Deal * 
* 
County Engineer~ 
* * *••** 
II 
~ 
GOVERNMENT DAY AT CHS; 
ELECTION THIS WEDNESDAY 




Put you money 
In good hands . 
It's our Happening! 
Rick Gordon I 
County 
Comm issioner# l 
* 
~GOVERNMENT DAY ' 71 
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Lee Ann Adair 
Ca thi Allison 
Paula Allison 
Dorcas Alston 
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The Sophomores have reached $2100 on their magazine sub-
scription campaign. Lois Sewell, one of the four team cap-
tains, had the winning team with a total of $625. Karen Hoff-
man, Brenda Young and Robin Rolls were the other three cap-
tains. Falling short of their goal by about $400, they would 
nevertheless like to thank all who helped and bought 
subscriptions. 
The high salesmen of the class were: Nancy Moore, Brenda 
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Upperclassmen Gave Sophomores Inspiration ... 
50 
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Freshmen Look Forward 
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MAIN C06S "J T~ E 
6ULL PUP ATL"ACK T~AT'S 
'\VE-, RUS~\\NG l S ~(l)~ 
vDS. per GAME-, t75 L6. 
SPRI~T~ OUT PASSe=:R 80B,'i 
AND 200 LB. POWER· RUN-,......-...-.., 
NER STEVE H~E- LE-D 
CA.Nt=-Y TO A ~c=t~ RECORD. 
THE- BULL PUPS W\LL BE 
TRYIN<::t TO E-XTE:-N D ~E\R 
VtCTORY STRE-AK TO F\VE / 
IN A Row AT NEWKIRK, -~1> u~.,-.-L_ 
OKLA. lj®~01f@f ~· /~ ~1/7 
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Team Spirit Sparked Bullpup Power 
FRO TROW (LEFT TO RIGHT) Coach Anderson, 
Mike Estes, Verner Nellsch, Rob James, Doug White, 
Rick Tucker, Darrel Robertson, Leon Deal, Bill 
Wealthall, Fred Jones, Brad Biggerstaff, Rick Gordon, 
Jim Freisberg. SECOND ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT) Coach 
Moreland, David Carlile, Jack Horton, Jim Robbins, 
Don Catlett, Jim Gordon, Ron Clark, Mike Nodine, 
Steve Buster, Brad Stevens, David Lutz, Albert Nitz, 
Joe Jabben, Jim Lindsey. BACK ROW (LEFT TO 
RIGHT) Coach Williams, Steve Wyman, Bobe Frye, 
Terry Walker, Joe Freisberg, John Burns, Bill Henson, 
Dan Moreland, Steve Frye, Harold Mann, Tom Jones, 
Roger Boles, Tim Rigdon. 
COACHES 
(LEFT) Mr. Richard Anderson; Mr. Merritt Williams, 
head coach; Mr. Toby Moreland (RIGHT). 
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TRI-CAPTAINS -- (LEFT TO RIGHT) Rick Tucker, 
Harold Mann, Ron Clark. 
Trainer Verner Nellsch (LEFT), player Bill Henson, 
and assistant trainer, Mike Estes. 
The season kicked off with a heart-breaking 6-0 loss to 
eighth ranked Yates Center. 
Our second game was a 28-0 victory over Midway of 
Buffalo, previously unbeaten in twelve games. 
Then Shicller proved to be a tremendous loss. Leading 6-0, 
Rick Tucker sprained an ankle and had to be removed from the 
game giving Shicller the come on for thirteen points. 
Altamont became the first of six straight victims for the 
Caney Bullpups. After struggling to a 6-6 half-time tie, Caney' 
offensive rolled up thirty-two points in the second half to the 
Grizzlie's six. 
Chilocco was no match with the Bullpups scoring thirty-
two points in the first quarter, and watching the B-team rack 
40 points during the second half. 
Arch rival Sedan also felt the Bullpups power as Caney de-
feated the Blue Devils 47-0. Once again the B-team saw con-
siderable action in the final quarter. 
Seeking their fourth straight win and their first victory over 
Neodesha in 16 years, the Bullpups went to work in the first 
quarter to take a 12-0 lead. The Bluestreaks came back strong 
in the fourth quarter only to fall short of the inspired Bullpups. 
Final score Caney 20 and Neodesha 14. 
Newkirk, Oklahoma, a traditional state power in Oklahoma, 
became our fifth victim. Trailing 3-0 in the third quarter, 
Caney's Doug White raced 80 yards with the kickoff to give 
Caney the needed margin for victory. 
Playing their last game of the season, they demolished the 
Cherryvale Charger's 55-6. 
THE VARSITY OFFENSE --
FRONT ROW (LEFT TO 
Leon Deal, Rick Tucker, Joe 
Freisberg, Mike Nodine, John 
Burns, Bill Henson, Ron Clark, 
CENTER ROW (STANDING) 
Bob Frye. BACK ROW (LEFT 
TO RIGHT) Doug White, 
Frye, Harold Mann. 
THE VARSITY DEFENSE--
FRONT ROW (LEFT TO 
RIGHT) Rick Tucker, Dan 
Moreland, Joe Freisberg, Tom 
Jones, John Burns, Jim Gordon, 
Mike Nodine. SECOND ROW 
(LEFT TO RIGHT) Doug White, 
Rob James, Steve Frye, Harold 
Mann, Ron Clark. BACK ROW 
Bob Frye and Darrell Robertson 
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Caney Finish Season 
With2-Year Record, 13-4 
Ron Clark Joe Jabben 
defensive half-back offensive end, defensive corner 
Mike Nodine 
center, defensive end 
The 1970-71 Seniors have been instrumental in providing the physi-
cal ability and leadership the past two years needed to lead Caney to an 
outstanding two year record of 13-4. They helped establish a tradition 
filled with pride and determination. Their graduation is more than the 
loss of football players to the coaching staff, it is loss of dedicated young 
men to whom we have developed respect. However, our job is to pre-
pare for the future , and we hope we have given them as much to take 





quarterback, defensive halfback 











1 , 000 yards rushing 
Tom Jones 
offensive, defensive tackle 





































The offense in a huddle 
Coach Anderson with linebackers Steve Frye and 
Harold Mann. 
TI-lE B TFAM -- FRONT ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT) Mr. Anderson, Jack Horton, Jim Robbins, Billy Wealthall, 
Brad Biggerstaff, Jim Freisberg. SECOND ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT) Rick Gordon, Jim Lindsey, Steve Buster, 
David Lutz, Don Catlett, Albert Nitz, Roger Boles, Tim Rigdon. BACK ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT) Mike Estes, 
David Carlile, Brad Stevens, Fred Jones, Darrell Robertson, Leon Deal, Terry Walker. 
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Young Bullpups Project Future Strength 
Junior High Offense 
Coach Williams and Frye Brothers 
JUNIOR HIGH TFAM 
1st ROW (L TO R) Mark Falloaf, Brian Hook, Dale 
Scott, Mike Melander, Charles Shively, Linzel S te-
phens, Tom Rogers, Jamie Estes, Robert Mannix, 
Eddie Hinman, Joe Hockett, Danny White. 2nd ROW 
(L TOR) Billy Walker, Mike Walker, Aaron Rau, 
Kevin Sonnemann, Tony McCammon, Rid Finney, 
Mike Pouncil, Mike Moreland, Philip Coltharp, Don 
Sewell, Ronnie Oyler, Henry Brown. TOP ROW (L TO 
R) Shane Rolls, Mike Sonnemann, Mike McDaniels, 
Tony Brown, Ken Clark, Steve Dunn, Junior Ross, 
Joe Potts, Mickie Leonard, Kevin Clubine, Wayne 
Brown. 
Assistant Coach Moreland gives instruction. 
71 








Bever! y Parker 
Debbie Wilson 
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FRESHMEN 
CHEERLFADERS 
Sheila Thomas (SFA TED) 
Debbie Banzet (LEFT CThTER) 
Linda Hall (RIGHT CE:t-.;TER) 
Cheryl Brown (TOP LEFT) 
Suzy Moore (TOP CEJI.:TER) 
Peggy Wade (TOP RIGHT) 
B-TFAM 
CHEERLFADERS 
Karen Hoffman (TOP) 
Brenda Young (CENTER LEFT) 
Lois Sewell (CE TER RIGHT) 
Sandy Wilson (BOTTOM LEFT) 
Sheryl Geddes (BOTTOM RIGHT) 
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School Spirit and Pride 
The Pepperettes 
SENIOR HIGH PEP CLUB 
FRO TROW (LEFT TO RIGHT) Brenda Young, Lois Sewell, Alishia McGinnis, Shelly Robinson, Debbie 
Lancaster, Beverly Parker, Karen Vaughan, Debbie Wilson, Karen Hoffman, Sandy Wilson. SECOND ROW 
(LEFT TO RIGHT) Debbie Banzet, Sheryl Brown, Shiela Thomas, Suzy Moore, Linda Hall. THIRD ROW 
(LEFT TO RIGHT) Mrs. Trimmer, sponsor; Kay Wilson, Kerry Kelly, Marilyn Weber, Debbie Kincaid, 
Janice Carinder, Sally Burchfield, Teresa Richey. FOURTH ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT) Debbie Nitz, Nancy 
Moore, Lana Mantooth, Karen Richey, Lisa Mantooth, Robin Rolls, Lois Carnes, Roxie Farner, Donna Ste-
vens, Debbie Marion. FIFTH ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT) Sidney Shippy, Joyce Fecht, Linda Moore, Vicky 
Courtright, Carol Perry, Toni Hall, Janice Scott, Cindy Hinman, Rhonda Kindley, Becky Randall. SIXTH 
ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT) Sonya Fichtl, Patty Stephens, Gloria Johnson, Rita Trimble, Mary Short, Vicky 
Barnett, Debbie Murphy, Lisa Rau, Denise Ross. 
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Kerry Kelley (SFA TED) SECOND 
ROW (L TOR) Teresa Richey, 
Sally Burchfield, Kay Wilson. 
BACK ROW (L TO R) Janice Car-
inder, Mrs. Trimmer, sponsor; 
Debbie Kincaid, Marilyn Weber. 
From the ranks of the Pepper-
e ttes come the cheerleaders for 
the A and B teams. Choosing these 
cheerleaders was one of the first 
items of business for the student 
body. 
That was just the beginning 
for a busy year for the pep club. 
Appearing at the games in their colorful uniforms, the girls gave a big boost to the morale of the athletes and 
added excitement for fans as they went through their yells and routines. ot only did they attend the games, they 
were on hand for pep rallies, too. 
Following the homecoming basketball game, the girls prepared a welcome snack for the team and coaches. 
In February, the sponsored a "beautiful legs" contest with male students getting into the fun-filled competi-
tion. Ron Clark (Catherine Curving Cal ves from Cincinnati) was the winner. 
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The} Create Enthusiasm, too ... 
The Junior High Pep Club 
]1Jl\IOR HIGH CHEERLEADERS ARE SFA TED 0:1\ TilE FLOOR (LEFT TO RIGHT) Jeanette Young, Carol Wy-
man, Marie Harr, Sherry Robertson, Brenda Breneman. FIRST ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT) Judy Whitaker, spon-
sor; Jean Cron, Elaine Phillips, Karen Rollins, Sherry Thomas, Glenda Folk, Teresa Marion, Karen Shinn, 
Becky Phillips, Susan Deal. SECO:t·.;D ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT) Julie Freisberg, Kathy Phillips, Janet Shafer, 
Diane Love, Tammy Bowman, Toni Dixon, Pegg)' Burns, Tammy Davis. THIRD ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT) 
Patty Estes, Betty Carlile, Leslie Miller, Jane Dyer, Diane Whisenhunt, Ann Coffee, Penny Thompson, Lisa 
Barnes, Lori Moreland. BACK ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT) Kathy Dunn, Sherry Perkins, Beth Marsh, Janie Ferr-
ell, 'ancy Fichtl, Aleda Toner, Rhonda Farhner, Cindy Rigdon, Julie Dewey. 
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All Over but the Shouting 
After the game, there are other sports activities, some fun ... some interesting ... some somber ... 
Live music . .. a groovy time . .. the All-Sports dance . 
The varsity basketball team 
has a locker room session and 77 
reviews the game, play by 
play. 
Pepper Rodgers, the highly re-
spected football coach at Kansas 
State University, Manhattan, spoke 
at the annual athletic banquet. A 
large crowd was on hand for the big 
event. Rodgers' talk was witty and 
inspiring. 
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Miss Beverly Parker ... 
1970 Football Queen 
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Beautiful Girls Reign at Homecoming Game 
Chosen by the football squad, Miss Beverly Parker was crowned queen at halftime ceremonies October 16, 
1970, at the Caney-Chilocco football game. The band and Pepperettes added their music and color to the 
festivities. Queen Beverly was attended by Rita Trimble, Marilyn Weber and Sally Burchfield. 
Rita Trimble Marilyn Weber Sally Burchfield 
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Miss Marilyn Weber ... 
1970-71 Basketball Queen 
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SONYA MASON 
Choosing the theme "Close to You," the Pepper-
ettes used purple and white as the coronation color 
motif. A huge white heart formed the background for 
the queen's throne. Melissa Lee was flower girl and 
Jamie Shull was crown bearer. 
JO LYNNE BROWN 
Queen Marilyn Weber was attended by two lovely 
senior girls when she was crowned 1970-71 basketball 
queen at the halftime of the Caney-Chilocco game 
January 29, 1971. 
The attendants were Jo Lynne Brown and Sonya 
Mason. 
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Steve Frye, Verner Nellsch Basketball team with coach 
Doug White, Bruce Boles, Gary Watson, Steve Wyman, Harold Mann, Ron Clark, Coach Shull. 
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FIELD GOALS FREE THROWS 
pam~ FGA I FGM I % FTA I FTM I % 
15 171 52 30.4 90 63 __ 70.0 
59-- -- --15 168 35 .1 72 31 43.0 
14 138 55 40.0 43 27 62 .8 
15 113 44 38 .7 62 34 54.8 
14 144 48 33.3 42 21 50.0 
13 35 10 28.6 17 9 52.9 
13 35 6 17.1 12 6 42.5 
6 6 0 0 6 3 50.3 
9 11 2 18.2 5 ~ 40.0 
Darrell Robertson 4 2 1 50.0 3 2 66.7 
0 0 Ron Edens 2 0 4 0 0 
>-•822 f- 277 TEAM 15 33 7 352 198 56.2 
Opponents 318 36.2 
--
15 877 408 206 50 
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REBOUNDS 
Poonul Avg Off I Def I Avg ME I Avg Fouls Avg 
167 !l .. .!_ 32 __ ~~~ >.-.4 .5 -- 85 5:1 48 32 -
149 9 .9 66 114 12.0 44 2.9 43 2_1t 
137 9 .8 31 74 7.5 41 2.7 61 4.3 
122 8 .1 43 59 6.8 55 3.7 43 2.9 
117 8.4 7 18 1.8 67 4.8 36 2.6 
29 2.2 8 24 2 .4 25 1.9 22 1.7 
18 1.2 5 16 1.6 17 1.3 16 1.2 
2 .3 0 2 .3 2 .3 5 .8 
6 ._]_ ~ 4 7 11 1.2 ~ ~ 
4 .8 1-.2_ 3 .8 7 1.8 9 2.3 --
0 0 1 1 .1 2 1 0 0 - --
751 50.0 194 2!9 36.2 354 23 297 19 .8 --
840 56 .0 37 315 21 260 17 3 
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FRESHMAN BASKETBALL TEAM 
FRONT ROW-Robert Shively, Steve 
Gordon, David Carlile. SECOND 
ROW- Carl Watson, Roy Cavender, 
Gene Vaughan. THIRD ROW- Brad 
Stevens, David Burriss, Gary 
Simpson. 
David Carlile, Steve Gordon, Roy 
Cavendar, Robert Shively, Carl 
Watson, David Burris, Brad Stevens, 
Gary Simpson, Mr. Rinkle. 
B- TFAM BASKETBALL TEAM 
FRONT L-R Terry Frye, Center; Rick 
Cavender, guard; Mr. Williams, 
coach; Jim Robbins, guard; Marty 
Frye, guard. BACK L-R John Burns, 
guard; Joe Freisburg, forward; Terry 
Walker, center; Mike Estes, trainer; 
Jack Horton, forward; Jim Lindsey, 
forward; Danny Thompson, forward. 
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Henry Brown, Joe Potts, Paul 
Murphy, Ricky Finney, Dale 
Scott, Tony McCammon, Charles 
Shively, James Boles, Mr. 
Burchfield. 
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(In New Uniforms! ) 
High School Band 
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The highlight of the band's busy year was getting new uniforms on October 28, 1970. Royal blue in color, 
the pants are embroidered with a white stripe down each leg. The overlap carries the letters CA 'EY. On 
the reverse is a Bull pup emblem. The hats are red and white. Musicians first wore their new uniform at 
the Neewollah parade in Independence. 
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Twirlers Lead the Parade 
Lana Mantooth Denise Ross 
90 
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Nancy Moore 
Cindy Berry Rita Trimble 
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THE JU :lOR HIGH BAND 
FRO:t\T ROW, LEFT TO RIGHT, Jeannette Young, Cindy Betts, Beth Ann 1arsh, Mike Sonnemann, Glenda 
Folk, Julie Freisberg, Gary Bohannon, Kathy Phillips, Alecia Toner, Carol Wyman, P-atty Estes, Karen Shinn, 
Jane Dyer. SECOND ROW, LEFT TO RIGHT, ]a) Mayfield, Steve Dunn, Danny Watson, Tom Parks, Mickey 
Leonard, Tom Rogers, Kevi1 Somemann, Charles Shively, James Boles, Kenneth Tremain, Kathy Fiscus, 
Janet Shafer, Peggy Burns, Philip Car'1es, Kathy Dunn, U. L. Rudd, P. G. Murphy, Glen Bachman. STAND-
L ·G, LEFT TO RIGHT, Lisa Barnes, Sheri Perkins, Larry Hill, director; Tammie Davis, Susan Deal, Philip 
Coltharp, Aaron Rau. 
JU 'lOR HIGH TWIRLERS - - (LEFT TO RIGHT) Glenda Folk, Alecia Toner, Sherry Perkins, and (STAND-
I 'G) Cindy Betts. 
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SENIOR HIGH CHORUS 
1st ROW, LEFT TO RIGHT, Rudi Hockett, Pam Condry, Li a Mantooth, Toni Hall, Karen Hoffman, Jo Lynne 
Brown, Janice Carinder, Lois Carnes, Janie Lohmann, Susan Coltharp, Diane Linde mith, Deanna Loggan. 
2nd ROW, LEFT TO RIGHT, Sandy Wilson, Beverly Parker, Sonya Fichtl, Mary Short, Gloria Johnson, Patty 
Stephens, Debbie Wilson, Cindy Berry, Kany Casper, Rita Goodman, Patty Simpson, Alishia McGinnis, Jane 
Carinder, Cheryl Russell, Rhonda Kindley, Darlene Hindle. BACK ROW, LEFT TO RIGHT, Steve Avery, 
Nike Avery, Bill Scott, Jim Robbins, Gary Watson, Darrell Robertson, Jim Murph}, Jim Gordon, J. R. Gann, 
Ron Edens, Ronnie Coffey, Bob Frye, Mike Bohannon, Rick Bohannon, Keith Miller, Kim Drum, Gary Simp-
son, Roy Shafer, Ron Harrington, Carl Watson, Ken Cooper. 
THE RESTLESS SET ... modern music makers .• . KNEEL! G (LEFT TO RIGHT) Jim Murphy, Ken Cooper, 
Mark Mayfield, Bob Frye. STANDING (LEFT TO RIGHT) Janice Carinder, Jo Lynne Brown, J . R . Gann, 
Patty Stephens, Terry Walker, Rita Trimble, Debbie Kincaid, Steve Frye, Darlene Hindle, Bill Henson, 
Lois Carnes, Ann Dyer, Becky Randall. 
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Three Go to State 
1971 Track Team was composed mainly of underclassmen. Some would consider this lack of Senior experience 
as a rebuilding year, but this was not the case of the athletes of Caney Valley High School. 
With alot of hard work and dedication they were able to capture two first place trophies, three second 
place trophies, and one fourth place trophy. 
The strong point of our track team was the determination and ability of our distance team. In several 
meets our distance team won several first place metals and numerous points. 
To compliment our strong long distance team we had a real fine set of youg hurdlers in Doug White and 
Barney Barnett. We probably had the best one, two combination in the javelin with Mike Sumpter and Steve 
Frye. 
In addition to the fine regular season showing we had three men qualify for the state meet at Wichita 
State University. Harold Mann won tenth in the state for the mile while Steve Frye won third for the javelin. 
Doug White showed great determination in the low hurdles. 
Those breaking school records this year were Rick Tucker in the Broad Jump, Steve Frye in the Javlin, 
and Barney Barnett in the Intermediate Hurdles. 
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2nd Pittsburg Relays 
2nd Girard 
1st Fredonia 
1st Red Ravens Relays 




Cross Country is an off shoot of the sport, 
track. It competes during the fall season and 
besides being an excellant individual sport it 
helps build track boys in shape during the long 
off season. 
Cross County races consist of a two mile 
course layed out usually on a golf course. It 
takes a combination of determination, speed 
and endurance to be a good Cross Country racer. 
Caney has had some outstanding distance 
runners in the sport and this year had three of the 
top distance runners in the area. 
Team members were Richard Folk, Jim 
Murphy, Albert Nitz, Mike Frye, Bruce Boles, 
Steve Morgan, and Harold Mann. Coach for the 
team was Mr. Rinke!. 
Meets attended by the team were Altamont, 
Fredonia, Bartlesville, Chanute, Caney, Coffey-
ville, lola, and regionals at Emporia. 
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Library Assistant, Bill Henson. 
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Stuco Sponsors 
All Sports Dance 
What better way for the Student Council to 
honor the 1971 Sports Queens than to have a 
dance on April 3? Music for the gala affair was 
provided by "The Factory". Co-honorees were 
Beverly Parker, who was crowned Football Queen 
on October 16, and Marilyn Weber, crowned 
Basketball Queen January 29. 
A highlight of the year was a program in 
honor of Veterans Day, November 11. The pro-
gram "Born Free" was presented by Father 
Charles Tobin of Kansas City. 
The Stuco of 1970-71 completed their year's 
activities with a picnic at Havana Lake on May 
21 in honor of the Administration and the old 
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Representing Caney at Boys and Girls State this year were John Morgan, Tim Ferrel, Vernon Newby, Ron 
Clark, Beverly Parker, and Rita Trimble. 
The All-Sports Dance, held on April 3, was 
attended by many of the student body . 'The Fac-
tory' was the band chosen by the Student Council 
to honor the Queens. 
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National Honor Society Initiates Ten 
Officers for National Honor Society are Vernon Newby, Mark Mayfield, Sally Burchfield, and Beverly Parker. 
Members of the society are Marilyn Weber, Greta Cavender, Pattie 
Stephens, Denise Loggan, Denna Loggan, Bob Frye, Rita Trimble, 
Jo Lynne Brown, John Brooks, Kathy Barlow, and those not pictured 
are John Morgan, Ranetta Newby, and Verner ellsch. 
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Scholarship, School Service, Lead-
ership, and Character are what the 
CVHS teachers look for in the selection 
of the new National Honor Society 
members. Ten such people were chos-
en this year to receive the honor. 
Centennial Patches were sold by 
the club to raise money to help spon-
sor a skating party. Sponsor for the 
group was Mr. Sutterby. 
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FBLA OFFICERS: Kay Wilson, Mrs. Barton, Alisha McGinnis. 
Karen Vaughan, Teresa Richey, Sally Burchfield, Carol Perry. 
FBLA 
Easter Egg Hunt 
STANDIN'G-Mrs. Barton-Advisor. BACK ROW-James Catlett, Denise Loggan, Lois Sewell, Rita Hollis. 
THIRD ROW-Alishia McGinnis, Sonya Mason, Katherine Meyers, Diane Avery. SECOND ROW-Teresa 
Ritchey, Janet Meyers, Barbara Drum, Carol Perry. FIRST ROW-Kay Wilson, Sally Burchfield, Karen 
Vaughn, Kathy Bunch, Kenny Cooper. 
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Bullpup Observer Goes to Press 
Surronnding the new layout table added to the Journalism Department this year are Margie Ducommon, Tim 
Ferrell, Vicki Courtright, Toni Hall, Steve Wyman, Ron Clark, Bob Frye, Sally Burchfield, l\1r. Paine, and 
Kerry Kelly. 
With the addition of a new dark room 
the Journalism Department sat out to have 
one of the best school papers in the area. 
The Bullpup Observer was the name of the 
bi -monthly paper, with Kerry Kelly as 
Editor - in - Chief. With the help of many 
merchants in the Caney area the Bullpup 
Observer proved to be one of the many 
assets of Caney Valley High School. Here 
the group took a trip to Lawrence for a 
newspaper clinic. 
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Kane-Kan Honors Queen 
March 25 was the date when Shelly Robinson was crowned queen of the 1971 Kane-Kan. To honor the 
annual's new queen the staff held a dinner in her honor with the administration and parents of the staff as 
special guests. Restless Set and Miss Joan George sang several numbers for the entertainment. 
Attendants to Miss Robinson and their escorts were Debb1e Lancaster, Dan Carlile, Gary Watson, Bernice 
Griffin, Randy Dunn, Janice Scott, and escort for Miss Robinson was Rob James. 
Finding several interesting layouts in past yearbooks are Katherene Myers, Janet Meyers, Sonya Mason, 
Shelly Robinson, Debbie Lancaster, Rita Hollis, Bernice Griffin, Janice Scott, Kathy Bunch, Linda Young, 
Rhea Smith, Debbie Mitchell, and STANDING Marilyn Weber, and Mr. Paine . 
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] anice Scott-Attendant Bernice Griffin-Attendant Debbie Lancaster-Attendant 
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Play -
Makers 









F1RST ROW -Mrs. Joy, Steve Gordon, Steve Gillham, Brenda Young, Lois Sewell, Robin Rolls, Lana Man-
tooth, Nancy Moore, Debbie Mitchell, Linda Hall, Debby itz, Kay Bright, Darlene Bright, SECOND ROW-
Susan Coltharop, Janice Carender, Tresa Pendleton, Ann Dyer, Renetta Newby, Delores Haughn, Corrine 
Wheatrnan, Susy Moore, Peggy Lumley, Cindy Hinman, Janice Scott, Sherry Artherton, Sally Boulenger. 
THIRD ROW - Pam Condry, Becky Dodson, Billy Weathall, Linda McCammon, Jane Carinder, Carolyn Loh-
ammon, Brad Biggerstaff, Sheryl Brown, Vicki Barnett, Denise Ross, Debby Murphy, Lisa Rau, Karen Hoff-
man, Barbara Barnett, Ann Glison. FOURTH ROW- Dan Carlile, Rudy Lucas, John Burns, Steve Rinck, Jim 
Lindeys, Randy Dunn, Steve Songer, Ron Clark, Harold Mann, Ed Metcalf, J. R. Gann, Dick Mason, Debby 
Kincaid, Cindy Berry, Candy Allison, Rita Trimble, Marilyn Weber, Rick Gordon, Shelly Robinson. 
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"Our Town" by Thorton 
Wilder was the play chosen by 
the Playmakers to preform. 
With Verner Nellsch in the nar-
rator's role, he took the aud-
ience t11rough the lives of the 
people of Grovers Comer. 
TI1ose playing major parts 
in the play were Mark May-
field and Lana Mantooth. Di-
recting the play was Mrs. Joy 
with many students putting 
much time and effort into "Our 
Town". 
Christmas time at CVHS is 
always an enjoyable time of 
the year, not just because there 
is a two week holiday, but this 
is when the Playmakers sponsor 
the annual Snowball Dance. Joe 
Freisbcrg and Debbie Clark were 
crowned Snowball King and 
Queen. Both are Sophomores 
and were representatives of that 
class. 
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FHA Grows to 
Eighty- Three 
With the number of members growing to eighty-
three the FHA joined forces with the FFA to crown 
the FFA Sweetheart and the FHA King. The titles 
were given to Debbie Wilson and Mark Mayfield. 
A progressive Dinner was also held during the 
year with Hors d'oeuver served at Kerry Kelly's, 
salad at Ann Dyer's, main course at Nancy 
Moore's, and desert at Rhonda Kindley's. 
The state meeting at Topeka was taken by most 
of the girls. It lasted two days and the Jayhawk 
Hotel pro·vided a place to stay. The group was 
accompanied by Mrs. Rolls and Mrs. Clark. 
FUTURE HOMEMAKERS of AMERICA 
Officers, Cathi Allison, Toni Hall, Melodie Robins, 
Kerry Kelly, Ann Dyer, Lois Sewell, Rita Hollis, 
Debbie Clark, Carol Perry, Sonya Fichtl, Lana Man-
tooth, Mrs. Earhart. 
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FFA Sweetheart, FHA King 
For the first time the FFA Sweet-
heart was honored with a dance held 
in the back room of the Vocational 
Agricultural building. With the join-
ed forces of the FHA and FFA work 
began to turn the room into a replica 
of a bam. Upon entering the room you 
found yourself in a tunnel of hay, only 
to end up in the big room where 
Debbie Wilson was named FFA Sweet-
heart and Mark Mayfield was named 
FHA King. Attendants for the couple 
were Rick Tucker, Rita Trimble, 
Dwayne l\1essener, and Toni Hall . 
The Silencers was the band cho-
sen b} the two groups to honor their 
royalty. Much thanks went to the 
sponsors of the groups, Mrs. Earhart, 
Mr. Parli, and Mr. Roper. 
On their throne of hay arc Mark May-
field and Debbie Wilson at top, with 
attendants Dwayne Mcssencr, Toni 
Hall, Rita Trimble, and Rick Tuck-
er. Crown bearers were Gina May-
field and Brent Roper at bottom. 
-,"r-;~ - ... - . 
- ~-
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Attendant 
Rita Trimble 




Toni Hall Caney Valley Historical Society 
BACK ROW-Mr. Parli, Randy Dunn, Mark Mayfield, Don Perkins, Mr. Roper. SITTING-John Brooks, 
Thvayne Messenger, Verner ewby, Richard Munday, Frank Farner. 
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FFA 
CANEY SENIOR IS MEMBER OF STATE JUDGING TEAM 
High S(..hool senior Dwayne Messner and 1970 gra-
duate Mark McDaniel teamed with two other Montgom-
ery County youths, Larry Felts and Steve O'Brien, to 
win first place in 4 -H livestock judging at Topeka. 
Dwayne was high individual in the Topeka judging 
with Mark taking third high. Both were members of 
last year's Caney FFA livestock judging team. 4-H 
agent Dale Hensley selected the team. 
STANDING-Tim Rigdon, Dwayne Messener, Don Perkins, Frank Farner, Allen Perkins, Glen Harriman, 
Ronnie Moore, Brad Stevens, Carl Watson, Jim Friesberg, John Houck, Ronald Harrington, Jack Denton. 
SITT!};G-Verner Newby, Richard Munday, Mark Mayfield, Marshell McDaniel, Terry Mitchell, Joe 
Friesberg, Danny Thompson, David Burris, John Brooks. 
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THE FFA CREED 
I believe in the future of fanning, with a faith 
born not of word but of deeds--achievements won 
by the pre ent and past generations of agricultur-
ists; in the promise of better days through better 
ways, even as the better things we now enjoy have 
come to us from the muggles of former years. 
I believe that to live and work on a good farm, 
or to be engaged in other agricultural pursuit, is 
pleasant as well as challenging; for I know the joys 
and discomforts of agricultural life and hold an m-
born fondness for those associations which, even in 
hours of discouragement, I cannot deny. 
I believe in leadership from ourselves and re-
spect from others. I believe in my own ability to 
work efficiently and think clearly, with such 
knowledge and skill as I can secure, and in the 
ability of progressive agriculturists to serve our 
own and the public interest in producing and 
marketing the product of our toil. 
I believe in less dependence on begging and 
more power in bargaining; in the life abundant and 
enough honest wealth to help make it so--for 
others as well as myself; in less need for charity 
and more of it when needed; in being happy my-
self and playing square with those who~e happiness 
depends upon me. 
I believe that rural America can and will 
hold true to the best traditions of our national life 
and that I can exert an influence in my home and 
community which will stand solid for my part in 
that inspiring task. 
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Jack Horton, Joe Friesberg, Marshall McDainels, Randy Vaughn, Steve Rinck, and Robert Benett. 
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At the District Leadership 
Conference the FFA won 
trophies for Information, 
Parliamentary Procedure, 
and over all Trophy. Those 
holding the trophies are 
Vernon 'ewby, John Brooks, 
Dwayne Messner, Richard 
Munday, Frank Farner, Mark 
Mayfield, and Don Perkins. 
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Bill Whisenhunt, Becky Randall, Chad Bradford, Bob Frye, Ron Clark, Mike Nodine, Kenny Young, Roger 
Boles, Deanna Loggan, Jim Murphy, David Soles, Lex Fox, Jo Lynn Brown, Danny Carlile, Ed Metcalf. 
Art Club Goes 
To Kansas City 
Kansas City was hit by the Caney Art 
Club when they visited the 1\elson Art 
Gallery and the Kansas Art Institute. 
Eleven students took the day trip to view 
and study many works of art. 
To earn money for the trip the club 
had a booth on Veterans Day where they 
sold hand made items. 
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SEA TED-Rick Cavender, Richard Shively, Sandy Wilson, Kenny Cooper, Beverly Parker, Linda Moore, 
Nancy Taton. STANDING-Marty Short, Sonya Fitchl, Mary Short, LaDonna Hempel, Rita Goodman. 
Spanish Club 
Holds Fiesta 
Me ican pinatas were sold by the 
Spanish Club to raise money for their 
annual 1 Fiesta 1 , where the members dress 
in brightly colored Mexican garments, 
and the special guests are treated by 
watching a much rehearsed dance done 
by the members. Mr. Henson performed 
the age old custom of breaking the pinata 
filled with candy for everyone to take 
home. 
Officers are Verner ellsch, Kenn} 
Cooper, Mrs. ShaYer, Sponsor, Sandy 
Wilson, and Linda Moore. 
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Kays, Kayettes 
Sell Stock 
Kays and Kayettes ha\e worked hard this 
year on several projects, from drhes for char-
ity organizations to .ellin,.. stock for the Caney 
Centennial. But not all was work for there were 
times of fun and learning, for the Kayettes had 
a demonstration on how to care for wigs and 
sponsored an assembl) about drugs with Dr. 
Robert Moore giving a talk afterwards. 











FIRST ROW-Steve Gillham, Richard Shivley, Doug Cassidy, Ralph Bachman, Steve Wyman, Verner Nell-
sch, Kenny Young, Darrell Robertson, Mi.Ke Nodine, Dan Carlile, Doug White. SECOND ROW-Rick Gordon, 
Roger Boles, john Burns, Jim Lindsay, jim Gordon, Harold Mann, Ron Clark, Rex Barrett, joe jabben, Bill 
Scott, Rob James. 1HIRD ROW-Randy Dunn, David Lutz, Steve Songer, J. R. Gann, Terry Wall<er, Bill 
Henson, Steve Frye, Mike Bohannon, Larry Hines, Ed Theiss, Chris Melander. 
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SENIOR KAYETTE OFFICERS-Kay Wilson, Brenda Artherton, Cindy Hinman, Nancy Moore, Karen Hoffman, 
Carol Perry, Karen Vaughn, Mrs. McMullin, Sheryl Geddas, Alisha McGinnis, Debbie Kincaid, Rita Trim-
ble, Marilyn Weber, Bernice Griffin. 
SENIOR KAYETTES-ROW 1-TOP-Rita Trimble, Karen Vaughn, Debbie Wilson, Debbie Kincaid, Rita Hol-
lis, Sherly Geddas, Diana Avery, Shelly Robinson, Bernice Griffin, Alisha McGinnis, Suzy Moore. ROW 2-
Marilyn Weber, Lisa Rau, Vicky Courtright, Barbara Barnett, Karen Hoffman, Carol Perry, Kay Wilson. 
ROW 3-Cindy Hinman, Teresa Pendleton, Denise Ross, Nancy Moore, Lana Mantooth, Sonya Mason. ROW 
4-Debby Mitchell, Debbie Nitz, Kerry Kelly, Toni Hall, Brenda Artherton, Rhea Smith. 
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Jr. Kays Sponsor 
Movie 
Junior Kays for the first time being state assoc-
iated became very industrious with many money 
making projects underway. One enjoyed by the stu-
dent body was the movie "Golden Age of Comedy" 
where the Jr. Kays sold tickets for 25¢. A turkey 
raffle was another great success. 
At the end of the year a trip to Wooloroc was a 
treat for the members but they never forgot their 
job of service for they bought $80 worth of maga-
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Jr. Kayettes 
Workfor UNICEF 
Under the direction of Mrs. McBride the Jr. 
Kayettes went on their first drive for UNICEF 
and collected Fifty-One dollars. 
For their treat of the year they sponsored a 
skating party on January 26. Many students 
attended this event and fun was had by all. 
JUNIOR HIGH KAYETTES-ROW !-TOP-Diane Pendleton, Kathy Dunn, Beth Marsh, Julie Dewey, Kay Windle, 
Jane Dyer, Kathy Lowe, Lisa Barnes, Jeanett Young, Sherry Perkins. ROW 2- Janice Cassity, Connie Adams, 
Sherry Robertson, Alisha Toner, Patty Sciemca, Cindy Betts, Marie Harr, Carol Wyman, Tammy Bowman, 
Melodic Graves. ROW 3-Julie Frieberg, Kathy Phillips, Judy Burns, Diane Love, Brenda Brenaman, Glenda 
Folk, Karen Shinn, Becky Phillips, Susy Deal. 
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